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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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mérgulo
It is a small seabird of the genus Alle and the family Alcidae.  It is related to the alcas and puffins but is smaller in size. 
His scientific name is Alle alle.

mérida
Merida is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Merida; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is 40 Merida; own name ).  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Yucatán.  It is a Spanish town in the province
of Badajoz, ( Extremadura ).  It is the name of a city and a State in Venezuela.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.

méritos
It's the plural of merit.  You deserve it, which is the prize or the result of something.  It means worth, quality, merit, right,
attractiveness, encouragement, incentive, profit.

mérope
Name of one of the Pleiades.  Name of one of the seven daughters of the titan Atlas and the sea nymph Pleiane.  It
means the one that turns the face or the one that turns the face.  She was the only one who had no relations with gods. 
He had them with a mortal named Sisyphus, with whom he had Glaucus.  Name of a star in the Constellation Taurus. 

método
It means the right way of doing things.  Procedure to achieve success or planned goals.  Systemic or orderly way of
proceeding to achieve what is proposed. 

métrica
It means relative to the meter.  It also means that it can be measured.  Relating to measures.  Measure.  In literature it is
the number of syllables that a verse has, but applying special rules. 

métrico
Relating to the metre or length measurements.  That can be measured.  Relating to measurements. 

mho
In Physics is the obsolete name of the Electrical Conductance Unit.  It was the Electrical Conductance unit (i.e. the
inverse to the Resistance).  It is the same as Siemens, which is the name currently used in Physics.  The name was
established in honor of the German Engineer Ernst Werner von Siemens.  The symbol is S .

mi5
Name of the United Kingdom Secret Service.  It was short for Military Intelligence Section 5, a name it bore between
1916 and 1929.  It has had several names since its inception and is currently called the Security Service.  It provides
internal security service. 

mialgia
It means pain in the muscles.  Muscle pain.  It can have various origins and can cause paralysis or difficulty moving a
part of the body.



miami
It is the name of a city and port of the United States, in the State of Florida.  It is called "The City of the Sun".  Name of a
Florida State River, (Everglades National Park).  It is also the name of several cities in the United States (Arizona,
Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas).  There is also a city called Miami in the State of Manitoba, in Canada and
another in Australia (Queensland).  It is the name of a Valley, in the State of Ohio and that of a beach and spa of
Tarragona in Spain.

miasmolexia
Name of a document written by Clemens Maria Franz von Bönninghausen, one of the first researchers of the Ho,
Eopatía, the word means cure for the miasmas.

mibora
It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Poaceae.  It is known as dwarf grass.  It is synonymous with Agrostis
(means grass).  It is typical of the Mediterranean basin.

mica
In Colombia it is a small container or vessel, usually metallic or plastic, in which physiological needs are made during
night hours.  Night cup, duck, bacinica, bacon.  It is mostly used by children or sick.  In Colombia we also say vasenilla
(derived from night glass).   Mica is also a very fragile mineral, which crumbles easily.  It belongs to silicates and
generally its structure is laminar.  They are the minerals that abound the most in nature and the most important are
biotite andmoscovite.  Also in Colombia we call mica to the female of the monkey or monkey and the glass that coats the
pulse clocks.

micela
It is the set of molecules that constitutes one of the phases of the colloids.  Through this mechanism is that soap
manages to dissolve fats, which are insoluble substances in water.  Aqueous solutions, amphiphilic molecules.

micetea
It is the castellanization of the term Mycetaea.  Mycetaea , in Entomology is the name of a genus of insects of the
Coleoptera Order (the beetles) that belong to the family Mycetaeidae .  They make underground galleries.

micha
In Colombia means little, in small quantity, minimum , pinch, tris.  It is also called michita (Dale, with our custom to use
diminutives).  In Panama it is a type of small and oval bread.   It's also a vulgar way of calling the vagina.  In Aymara
language means candle, candil ( Bolivia).  In Bolivia it also means greedy, greedy, selfish, petty, miserable.  In Mexico it
is a surname, of indigenous origin.  Last name of a Televisa journalist named Adela Micha Zaga .

michas
It is the plural of micha.  Mean cat, pussycat, morrongo.  Mirringos.

michay
In Chile and Argentina, it is the name of a edible berry shrub, which belongs to the genus Berberis and the family
Berberidaceae.  They are also called mechay or michay.  There are 4 species.  It is also called mechay or calafate.

miche
In Colombia it is a liqueur that is produced illegally in stills.  It's kind of a brandy.



michela
It is a feminine name, variant of Michel.  Michelle.  It means enlightened and is of biblical origin (Hebrew).  It is also
considered a variant of Micaela.  The name that the indigenous people give to a variety of banana.  Name of an asteroid
(1045).   It was formerly designated 1924 TR by astronomers.  Michelar action, which involves preparing the rim of a
glass with lemon and salt to pour a beer or a drink. 

michelada
It is a typical Mexican mixture of beer, lime juice, chile and salt.   The rim of the glass frosted or frozen is dipped in
lemon juice and salt applied to it.  Add the lemon juice and the cold beer (some added ice cubes, chile or other sauces).

michimalongo
Michimalongo or Michimalonco, was a leader of the mitimaes, its name in mapuche language means torch head,
presumably was red. He was the first to organize raids on Spanish settlements. He attacked with ferocity and hindered
his conquest especially to Valdivia.

michito
He wants to tell her, kitty.  Small cat.  Diminutive of micho, which can mean thief, crook, cat or very agile and shrewd
person.

michín
In Colombia michin is a way of calling a cat.  Synonym for cat, micifu.  The name of a cat in a poem by Rafael Pombo.

michna
It is the same as Mishná or Misná, which in Hebrew means study, repetition.  It is a compilation of the Jewish Oral
Tradition of Laws, from torah times, until they were codified by Rabbi Yehudah Hanasí in the 2nd century.  Last name
and stage name of a famous Disc Jockey from the United States.  Its full name is Adrian Yin Michna .  It was also the
surname of a Czech composer, musician and writer.  His full name was Adam Václav Michna .  He wrote and composed
many hymns for the Catholic Church of Otradovice in the Baroque era.

micho
It's another way to call a cat.  Michin, micifú.  In Panama it means thief, crook, shrewd man, cunning.

michoacana
It means native or Michoacan, Mexican State-related.

michoacas
It is the name of an indigenous people who live primarily in the State of Michoacán, Mexico.  It means fishermen who
have fish.  They were also called Purepechas or Michoacan.

michu
In Colombia it is another of the common names that receives a tree of the family Sapindaceae.  Its scientific name is
Sapindus saponaria.  It is also known by the names of: chumbimbo, michú, jaboncillo, soap,, amolillo. 

michuñ
In Chile it is the same as mychuñe.  It's a kind of elongated, dark potato.  The word is of Mapuche origin and means cat



poo.

michuñe
It means cat poo, cat droppings.  It is a word of Mapuche origin.  It is the name of some elongated and dark potato
varieties in Chile (Chiloé region).

micina
In pharmacology it is the name of a bactericidal antibiotic for veterinary use.  It is long-lasting and broad spectrum.  it is
produced in Edo Laboratories, under the name oxytetracycline.  It comes in Deep Injectable Solution. 

mico
It refers to a person, especially a child who does tricks and goodies.  In Colombia is synonymous with monkey, APE,
monkey, chango.  It also means brincón, restless.

micoa
It's the name of a song by Paulo Miambo.  It means in Botany of Micó or dedicated to Micó.  Micoa or Miconia is the
name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Melastomataceae ( or Melastomaceae).  They were dedicated to the
Catalan botanist Francisco Micó.  It has more than 1350 species of which are approved a 710.

micorriza
It is a symbiosis between fungi and the roots of a plant, generating benefits for both parties because the plant provides
the fungus carbohydrates and vitamins that it by itself cannot synthesize and in turn the fungus provides the plant with
mineral nutrients and water.  It is estimated that almost 90% of plants have mycorrhizae in some way.  The most
common fungal hyphae are from the glomeromycota, Basidiomycota and Ascomycota divisions.  One of the greatest
benefits is that fungi by applying oxalic acid, manage to break down rocks from which plants take advantage of calcium,
phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium and other nutrients.  They also help biological pest control.  The benefit for agriculture
and forestry activities is so great that in many activities it is customary inoculate mycorrhizals, even since the nursery
season.

micouii
It is a word in the Tarahumara language.  It is one of the common names given in Mexico (especially in the States of
Chihuahua and Sonora)) to a fungus or edible mushroom.  Its scientific name is Amanita caesarea and belongs to the
family Amanitaceae.  Received among others the common names Royal agaric, amanita of the Caesars, jicarita, jina,
yolk, yemita, yuyo, xochi, sochi, mushroom egg King or egg yolk

micra
It is a measure of very small length that is equivalent to one millionth of a meter or one thousandth of a millimeter.  It
belongs to the Decimal Metric System. 

micrantemo
It is the castellanization of the term Micranthemun.  It means very small or tiny flower.  It is the name of a genus of plants
in the family Plantaginaceae, before they were considered to be in the family Scrophulariaceae ( or Lamiales).

micro
Prefix meaning small, short (Microsleep is a dream of a few seconds).  Also in Colombia it is a type of public service
vehicle, which has a capacity to transport between 10 and 12 passengers.  Collective, they go. 



micro ciclo
It means short-term cycle.  Short period of time, to perform a certain activity.  A few days. 

micro sueño
One of the major causes of traffic accidents.  Dreams momentary product of fatigue.  Despabilamiento, nod, drowsiness
and sleepiness.

microaspersión
Irrigation system that is carried out with very tiny water droplets.

microbar
It is the name of a submultiple of an atmospheric pressure unit, from the Cegesimal system.  It's equivalent to one
millionth of a bar, that is, one thousandth of a millibar.  It is also often called baria.  In the decimal metric system or
International System Pascal or Hectopascal is now used as measures.

microbiótica
That means microbes, relative to single-celled or microscopic living beings. 

microbiótico
Relative to very small organisms.  Relative to microbes.  Relative to very small or tiny life forms. 

microcámara
It means camera (photographic or video) of very small dimensions.  They're a few millimetres.  In many cases they are
the end of a very thin cable, called capillary microchambers.  They are very high-tech and high definition.  They have
use mostly in Medicine, Surveillance and Espionage.

microclima
It is the climate and very special manifestation of a defined site.   They are generally very small areas and in the some
very special conditions which make the climate different from the surroundings.

microcrédito
They are minor credits. they are usually used to start projects agricultural or livestock domestic or small plots. They are
also short term and interest rates low.

microcuentos famosos
The micro are very short stories, sometimes only one or two sentences. Also called microfiction, minicuentos or
hiperbreves, are texts that narrate stories in condensed form. Among the famous micro exists one of Franz Kafka ( The
truth about Sancho Panza ) another of Jose Luis Borges ( 41 dream; and another of Gabriel García Márquez ( Death in
41 Samarra;. A famous mini short story of José Leandro Urbina, which is almost longer there are title and called our
father who art in heaven.

microdermoabrasiã³n
The correct term is Microdermabrasion.  It is a modern method of beauty treatment, exfoliation of the skin.



microdermoabrasión
It is a method of beauty which consists of exfoliation or elimination of dead skin by applying a small device equipped
with Sapphire heads.

microdonte
It is the Spanishization of microdontus or microdonthum.  It means very small or tiny teeth.  This term can serve as an
epithet in many animals that have that characteristic (they may be fish or reptiles).   It can also be used in botany as an
epithet in plants that have a calyx of short or small teeth.

microestado
It means very small state, state of little territory.  States of very small extent and small population.  For example: Malta ,
Faroe Island, San Marino, Andorra, Vatican, Monaco.  They are usually principalities.

microfauna
It is the fauna consists of microscopic organisms.  Microscopic fauna.

microfisura
Very small fissure or crack.  Small bone lesion .  Crack. 

microfonazo
Increased microphone.  Hit hit with a microphone. 

microgenero
The correct term is microgene (or micro-genre), with tilde.  In Biology it is a genus that has a single species, very few
species or very few living specimens.  Few copies or representatives.  In the arts it is also called niche genre or reduced
genre. 

microgotas
It is a system of irrigation for the hydroponics, also called by misting or spraying ( Also micro ).  Droplet.

microgotitas
Very small drops.

micrometeorito
Very small meteorite.  Small meteorite . 

micromiceto
It means microscopic or very small fungus.

micronebulizadores
micronebulizadores is incorrectly written and it should be written as "micronebulizador" being its meaning:<br>Nozzles
of irrigation systems that allow sprinkling ( disperse, fumigate ) drops of water in the form of cloud, in a culture. Nozzle
apparatus of fumigation in agriculture.



microoempresa
Small business with few employees and usually family order.

microorganizmo
microorganizmo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Microorganism." being its meaning:<br>The correct
word is micro-organism. Living organism which is not seen with the naked eye, which is very small. That can only be
seen using loupes or very powerful lenses or microscopes. Microbes.

microrrinia
It means very small nose.  Physical defect consisting of having a disproportionately small nose.

microsfigmia
It's extreme weakness in the pulse.  Pulses that are hardly felt.  It can be a bad symptom in a patient.

microtia
It is a congenital deformity of the outer ear (pinna or ear).  It is characterized by having the ear absent or very small,
which also generates hearing problems.

microtomo
It is an element very similar to a scalpel or blade, which is used to make very fine cuts, especially to obtain sample
materials, in such a way that its observation is facilitated under the microscope. 

microtria
It is the name of a congenital deformity of the pinna (ear).  It means small ear.  It consists of having reduced the pavilion
of the ear.  It is usually one-sided, or only in one of the ears (in greater number right) but there is also bilateral, although
much scarcer.  Extreme microtia or grade IV is also called anotia (absence of ear).

microvoladura
Small blasting.  Terrorist practice of making small drilling with explosives in a pipeline.  It is intended to cause damage to
the operator's economy, as it causes hydrocarbon losses, low pressures and consequent economic losses.  Their
ecological damage is minor, but they are very difficult to detect.  Other times are done in order to establish illicit drains or
referrals to steal the product. 

micrón
It is the same as micron or micrometer.  It is a unit of measurement of length that is equivalent to one millionth of the
meter (one thousandth of a millimeter). 

micteroxerosis
In Medicine and Otolaryngology : dry nose .  Nostrils and nose develops with a respiratory condition.  The word is
formed from two Greek roots: gr .  myktér , mykt-ros, "nose" and xérosis, xeros "dry", "dry".  Xeromicteria .

midaleina
In Biochemistry it is the name of a nitrogenous organic compound that is formed by the action of bacteria in rotting
viscera (tomains or ptomains).  It's a toxic substance.



midao
In Chinese it means fascinating, it fascinates.  Name of a very famous restaurant in Milan (Italy).  Weasel-like animal. 
It's carnivorous.

midas
Famous King of Phrygia, renowned for its great wealth, but that his Government gave splendor to their Kingdom, which
extended to the mountainous region of Urartu.  Child fable of a King which is said that everything he touched turned into
gold.  His greed finished it, as he touched his family and we all know what happened.  To compensate his greed he
should bathe in a river and live as a humble peasant.  By extension, Midas is said to a person of great fortune in
business.  Rich, lucky.

mido
Outside the brand of Swiss watches, it is a measuring inflection.  It means calibrating, calculating, measure, probing,
weighing, comparing.

midorexia
It is the current trend of many mature people between the ages of 40 and 50, who pretend to feel very young and
attractive and also act as such.  In Colombia it is also common to tell women and cuchikents to men who have this
attitude.

midriasis
In Medicine is the term used to name pupil dilation. 

miedo
It means fear, insecurity.  Feeling we have when we perceive a threat or a danger.  Reaction we have or feel when we
are in danger. 

mielga
It is a way to call a kind of demersal and small shark.  Other common names such as: dogfish, dogfish, sandpaper,
smooth and gata, among others.  Its scientific name is Squalus acanthias and belongs to the Scualidae family.   It is also
the name of several plants of the family Fabaceae, known as cadillo or alfalfa.

mielgo
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also called yezgo.  Biezgo, Bielzo, Jambu, Minor Elderberry or Zihaurri. 
Its scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It can also mean twin, twin (comes from the
Latin gemellus or gemellicus). 

mielicérica
Impetigo is characterized by the appearance of vesicles or blisters on the skin, that when they break originate
honey-colored scabs ( melicericas ) Crusts, scabs. Amber or honey color.

miembro flacido
The correct expression is flaccid member (with tilde and double-c).  It may also be flabby.  You want to say without
erection.  Asleep, loose, flexible, weak, I loose, soft.  declined, mushy.



mientras regreso
Wait for me for a short time.  I'm.

miera
It is the name of an oily substance of vegetable origin oil that is obtained from the enebro or pine resin. 

mieras
Miera is the same that resin.

mierda
Mean poop, poop, manure, feces, fecal matter, excrement, excreta, outfall fans, detritus, shit.  Crap, dirt, asquerosidad. 
In Colombia it is also telling lies, talk cart, take straw, say gossip, talking gibberish.  It is also an expression or
exclamation denoting surprise (shit!)  .

mierdoso
In Colombia it is a vulgar way of referring to a person of very bad ilk.  Evil, ruin, bad. 

mies
It usually refers to cereals that have stem, such as wheat, barley or rye.  Spike, grain, aggregate.  Also used to denote
the action of harvested cereals or grains.  Mowing, harvesting.

mieto
Juha Iisakki Mieto ( born November 20, 1949 ) It is a Finnish cross-country skier. He competed at the Olympic Games in
1972, 1976, 1980 and 1984 and won five medals, including a gold medal in the 4 × 10 km relay in 1976.

miga
In Colombia it means small piece of something, especially bread or corn cake.  Crust, Crumb, piece, tris, pite and
fraction.  Crumbs is a dish easy to prepare; it shatters a corn arepa, add egg (and even cheese and onion) and will FRY
and ready.  .  .  .  .  coffee is a delicious breakfast.  Bread is also a material to make handicrafts.

miga resto
In Colombia it's a small piece of something, especially food.  Crumb, pite, piece, piece, slice.  Crumbled arepa that is
eaten revulta with eggs. 

migada
It is an inflection of Crumb.  In Colombia it is falling apart, again crumbs.  Split into small pieces.

migaja
In Colombia it means a small piece of food, especially bread.  Portion, piece, fraction, tris, hint, pite, Crumb.  rest,
needless, trivial, crust.

migajas
Plural of Crumb.  It means piece of bread or something edible.  Crumbs, waste, crusts, beep at pinches, giblets, rest,
leftovers.



migracion
Travel by certain species of animals in search of food, nesting sites, mating or procreation.  In Colombia it is the name of
the office that controls the departure and entry of people to the country, whether domestic or foreign.

migracionista
It means you migrate or move from one place to another.  It is also a theory, also known as panspermia, which says that
life did not originate on earth but is a product of the migration of its precursors into meteorites or asteroids.

migrante
According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM) it defines a migrant as any person who moves or has
moved across an international border or within a country, outside his or her habitual place of residence (official
meaning).

migrantes
Group of people subjected to the migration process.  Persons who voluntarily or forcefully leave their habitual residence
in another region or another country and are likely not to return.  It passes, travels or is taken from one place to another. 
It may also refer to animals that leave their natural habitat to search for food or to play and computer files that are
passed from one database to another.

migratorio
It means that it moves, that it does not remain living in the same place.  Relating to migration or displacement. 
Phenomenon that occurs the obligatory change of domicile of people or habitats in animals. 

migue
In Colombia it is an inflection of migar.  It means leaving in small pieces a bread or an arepa.  Tear, break, crumble. 

migueas
migueas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "MICAH" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is MICAH. 
Name of male of biblical and Hebrew origin.  Protector of the people, the chosen means.  Name of a Hebrew Prophet of
the 8th century to. (c).  , author of a book that bears his name.  Variants of the name MICAH are Miguel, Mikel, Michel,
Michael.

mihilla
Small amount, little, tris, crumb, puchito, pinch. 

mijares
Mijares is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mijares ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Mijares is a
Spanish city and is a surname.  Manuel Mijares is a Mexican singer.

mijarra
It means misfortune, catastrophe, calamity.  In Panama, it is also a type of apero.   is a canalero term (used in Panama).

mijo
It is a generic way to call a great variety of cereals that mostly has uses such as cattle fodder and in some cases specific



to human food.  They belong to a wide variety of genera but are all grasses (family Poaceae).  The most frequently
cultivated genera are Pennisetum, Setaria, Panicum, Eleusine.  The tef and sorghum, which are also for human
consumption, belong to the millet and are of the genera Eragrostis and Sorghum.  Millet is a widely consumed cereal in
Asia and Africa.  In Colombia millet is also a way of calling the wife to her husband (it is synonymous with affection or
dear).  Apocope of my son.

mijo o mija
In Colombia and especially in the Coffee Shop area, it is the common and affectionate way of calling oneserrofies
among husbands.  It's also the way to call the children (my son's or daughter's apocopized form).  It is taken as
synonymous with love, heaven, affection.

mijote
ARBRES is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ARBRES" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is mijoté.  It
is not a word the Spanish language but French.  Means Braised ( Dish of meat cut into pieces and vegetables sweaty )

mikan
It is the name of a Japanese citrus very similar to mandarin.  It has no seeds.  In some parts of Japan roast it with shell.

mikdash
It means House of God, sacred site, sacred place, holy place.  It is a Hebrew word.

mikrá
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means to call.  It is also used to call the 24 books that make up the Hebrew Bible. 
Bible, Tanakh, Measure of very small length equivalent to one-millionth of a meter. 

mikuna
In Swahili language means there are ( inflection of the verb have 41.

mikve
It is a pot or container of running water where Jews perform their purification baths.  Mandatory purification bath for
Jews. 

mikveh
Mikve is also accepted.  It is the name given in Hebrew to a container of purification water for the Jews.  Purification
baths of the Jews. 

mil
The number following 999 and preceding 1001.  It is a natural number that is written 1000, or 10³ in scientific notation. 
Thousand. 

mil usos
You can also use multi-use.  It means serving for many things, which can be used in many ways or that serves to
everything.  It usually refers to containers or tools.  A type of knife that has multiple services.  Multipurpose. 
multifaceted, comprehensive.



milagros
Plural of miracle .  Exceptional fact.  Prodigy, portent, wonder, phenomenon.  Name of woman of Latin origin and means
wonder, desire made reality by the will of God. 

milcahual
Land ready for growing.  Milpa-ready land.

milciades
It is a name of Hebrew origin male and means King of Dios, variant: Melquiades.  Name of an ancient Athenian military.

milco
It is the name of the Lima 2019 Pan American Games mascot, design created by Andrea Medrano.  It is a short for
cuchimilco, which was the name of a few statuettes of Chancay in Peru.

mildo
Mildo is the best footballer in the world, in the animated games ("The Greatest Soccer Player in the World: Mildo")

mildu
mildu is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mildu or mildew." being its meaning:<br>Mildu is a distortion of the
English word Mildew. Means rust. Mildew is a form of fungus that differs by its balnquecino color. Rust, white fungus,
oidium, lama, powdery mildew, ash or blight. They belong to the Erysiphales family. They are easy to treat, because
sometimes only to place the plant in places with good light and aeration is enough.

mile
Name of a retired Colombian singer.  She was also an actress and TV presenter.  Its full name is Ana Milena Vergara de
la Espriella .  Apocope of the female name Milena.  In Italian it means mile.

mileto
Name of an ancient city in Anatolia (Asia Minor).  Name of son of Apollo and Aria.  Name of a King of Caria
(southeastern Turkey). 

milicada
It can mean picket, squad, patrol, small group of military or police.

milico
It is a derogatory way of referring to a member of the militia, the military forces of the State.  Military, agent, police,
soldier.

milimétrico
It means precise , exact .  Relative to the millimeter .  Which is very tiny or small.  Also person who likes high precision. 
Rigorous, thorough, accurate, rigid, punctilious, demanding. 

militar
It means participating, integrating, being part of something.  He is also the person who is part of an army, wears a



uniform and is subordinate to his superiors.  Soldier.  It relates to the militia or the army.  Castrense, war, martial.

militarote
In Colombia is a derogatory way of referring to a soldier or member of the armed forces.  Cutlass, bouncer.  By
extension, authoritarian and rude manners, bad person, mandon.

millar
It means a set of 1000 units.  It is also used to designate a very large amount that cannot be quantified or that is difficult
to do.  In ancient times it was a measure to quantify cocoa or its almonds, which amounted to about three and a half
pounds.  It was just under 2 kilograms elsewhere.  The name of a symbol used by the old counters ( ID ) .

millardo
In Spanish and for those of us who manage in mathematics the decimal metric system is one billion or one followed by
nine zeroes.  Ten at nine.  For those who manage the English system this figure is called billion and not billion.

miller
Miller is a name of male used in Colombia and a surname in English.  The Word as such means in English, Miller, who
operates the mill, which grinds.  It is also a brand of American beer.

millo
It is another form of sorghum, which also told corn adaza, sorghum, or millet-call.

millonada
In Colombia is a term used to indicate a lot, especially money.  It means that it is very expensive, very expensive.

millos
Plural of millet.  He is told millo to all sorts of grass forage of small grains (in fact, millet or milium in latin is corn).  Millet,
millet, corn, zara or sara are other ways call corn.  In Colombia Millos is how loving and apocopada refer to the
Millonarios football team.

milnos
Typical beer from Alhambra in Spain.  In Granada, Province of Andalusia, "milnos" or "milnoh" is used. 

milnovias
Male character who is characterized by having romances with many women at the same time.  In Colombia we also call
it milamores, picaflor or chicken. 

milo
Trademark of Nestlé for a chocolate product in dust that contains malt, cocoa, and vitamins.  Its name originates from
the athlete Milo of Croton, famous for its strength in the ancient Greece.  It has more than 70 years of invented East very
consumed product in Colombia.

milocha
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast is a way to call the kite, a toy, usually crafted from colored paper and



that is blown up.  It is also called culebrina, piscucha, papalote, barrilete, pandorga, volantín, chichigua, bar, parrot. 

milonga
It has several meanings.  Milonga is the same that swindle, lie, fairy tale.  Also in Dominican and Colombia will say
Milonga in colloquial way to a ticket of one thousand.  In several countries and especially consumers, so called cocaine. 
It is also synonymous with party, dance, fun.  Musical rhythm of the gauchos.

milpesos
It is one of the common names given in Colombia to a palm tree.  We also call it unamo, patabá or seje.  Its scientific
name is Oenocarpus bataua.  It belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It has medicinal uses. 

milu
It is a character from a strip comic (is the dog of Tintin).

mimar en exceso
It is a demonstration of affection bordering on the overprotection and consent, that instead of being beneficial becomes
harmful.

mimetismo
It is the ability that have some bodies become imperceptible in its midst.  Ability to hide or hide, to become
imperceptible.  Camouflage, furtividad.

mimetizado
It means camouflaged, disguised.

mimetizarse
Imitate the appearance or color of what surrounds you so that it is not noticed.  It means to camouflage yourself, to
make it go unnoticed, disguised, confused. 

mimitotiki
They are not the words of the Spanish language. The correct term is Mimi Totoki. It's a girl, anime character from a
series, sister of Airi Totoki.El term mimi totoki in Maori language means milk heavy.

mimitotoki
They are not the words of the Spanish language. The correct term is Mimi Totoki. It's a girl, anime character from a
series, sister of Airi Totoki.El term mimi totoki in Maori language means milk heavy.

mimo
In Colombia we say an imitator, artist imitating others but that does not emit words or sounds.  Mimic.  It also means
touch, grimace, pechiche, arrumaco, cuddling, artist, clown, actor, mimic.

mimosa
It is another name given to the sleepy, poppy, sensitive, shameful, nometoques, morivivi its scientific name is Mimosa
pudica and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is the name of a botanical family Fabaceae genus.  Mimosa is also the



name of a very simple, elaborate cocktail with champagne or sparkling wine and orange juice.

mina veta
They are two synonymous words and miner slang, They mean deposit, gallery, tunnel, philemon.

minar
It means produce prejudice affect, erode, spend, undermine, weaken, damage, exhausting.  Also it is drilling,
excavating, undermine, extract.

minchir
It is a star of the Constellation of Hydra.  It is also called Minchar.  The word is of Arabic origin and means Nose of the
Hydra.  It is an orange giant star. 

mindundi
It means unimportant, unrelevant, uncategorized. 

mine
It is a word of the English language that means mine or also treasure, well or mine.  Name of a Taylor Swift song.  In
Spanish, it can be an inflection of mining, which means drilling, undermining, depleting, weakening, wearing, depleting. 
Perfore , socave , exhaust , weaken , wear , wear . 

minelauva
Minelauva or Minelava is the name of a star in the constellation of Virgo.  It is also often referred to as Auva.  It is a word
of Arabic origin that means dog.  Other names used by astronomers are Delta Virginis, delta Vir or 43 Virginis. 

minerologo
The correct term is mineralogist (he always carries tilde it is esdrujula Word).  It is the professional of geology,
mineralogy.  You can also call mineralogist.  It is dedicated to studying the physical and chemical properties of minerals. 
A mineralogist studies gemstones.  The general mineralogy studied crystallography.

minerólogo
Person specialized in Mineralogy.  Person who studies minerals.

minerva
In Roman mythology, she was the goddess of wisdom, the arts and reason.  She was the protective goddess of Rome
and was equivalent to Athena in the Greeks.  She was the daughter of Jupiter.  Name of an asteroid and name of a
Clinic in Ibagué. 

mineta
It's an anime character's last name.  Its full name is Minoru Mineta .  It is of low stature and youthful appearance.  He
studied at Yuei Academy.  His hair looks like a bunch of grapes and from which come some sticky balls that serve as a
weapon.  It is also known as Grape Juice. 

minga



Collective or community work carried out by indigenous peoples.  The word of Quechua origin means meeting of various
actors, knowledge and tools in search of a common goal.  Minka is also used.  It can also be an indigenous protest
march or blockade. 

mingao
In Colombia and especially in the department of Vaupés it is a soft drink made from cassava and pineapple.  it is taken
in greater proportion by the indigenous population.  In Chile it is the name of a dish made with toasted wheat flour, chili
pepper and spices.  Surname of Portuguese origin.  Name of Brazilian basketball player, called José Mingao and who
plays in the team Vasco da Gama.  In Portuguese it means porridge, laundry, oatmeal. 

mingitorio
It means relating to urination or urination.  Urinal. 

mingle
Mean in English mix, relate, to mix, that you can mix or match.  It can also mean being in condition of being single and
you can reach compromise.  Single.

mini
It means small, small, short.  Which is less than normal.  Used as a prefix. 

mini-mercado
Shop district, food and grocery store.

mini-uzi
It is a small machine gun of israeli-made, designed by Uziel Gal.  Submachine, submachine gun.

miniatura
It means very small, of small dimensions.  Very small tañmaño.  It is also said so to any scale model, which can be of
any object (airplane, car, bust, statue, etc). 

minibikini
It means tiny bikini.  It is a women's swimsuit or underwear of two very light pieces, very similar to thong. 

minicartera
Small wallet, carterita.  In the Region of Old Caldas in Colombia it is also called monedero or escarcela. 

minicopa
It is the name given to a tournament that has few participants (almost always 4) and that is played on two dates: In the
first there are two winners who face each other in the final.  In case of a tie in regulation time on any of the dates, the
winner is defined by penalty kicks.  Small Cup, Quick Tournament. 

miniensayo
It's a very short essay.  It is a didactic writing strategy, for students or writers in training. 



minifundio
Rural land of small extension.  It means small farm.  Diminutic of fundo .  Finquita , plot , conuco . 

minifundismo
System of administration of rural lands, where the properties of small extension predominate for each owner or owner. 

minifundista
Relating to the minifundio .  Owner of a rural land of little extension.  It means owner of small farm.  Parcelero . 

minimamene
minimamene is incorrectly written and should be written as "Minimally /Con tilde )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is minimal. It means minimal mode. In a small amount.

mininos
It means cat, micho, gático and michitos.  domestic cats.

miniom
Each and every one of the fictitious figures of the Despicable franchise me. They are yellow and cylindrical in shape,
with very thick glasses. Film with the same figures.

miniplug
It is an English language term used to designate a mini-enchufe.  It is used in electronics.  It is usually single-leg,
connector or foot. 

minisándwich
It means small sandwich, tiny sandwich. 

minisrerio
minisrerio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ministry" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Ministry. It
is the firm that is run by a Minister, the portfolio of the Minister. It is also valid for the ecclesiastical practice of a religious.
Political and religious rank played by a Minister.

ministerio de defensa nacional
In Colombia is the Ministry that shelters all military forces and is in charge of protecting internally and externally the
civilians, their property and national territory.

ministro
In Colombia official who heads a Ministry, which is a particular section of the activities of the Government.  It can also be
a religious leader, priest or pastor of an Evangelical Church.  Person who administers a portfolio or Government section.

miniteca
Party for children or minors.  In Colombia were prohibited for reasons of protection to minors.



minivan
In Colombia It is a small van.  Small passenger or cargo van.  Its maximum capacity is 8 passengers or 550 kilograms of
load.  In volume it can receive up to 3, 6 cubic meters.   It's got a 1, 2-liter engine.  .

minka
The word of Quechua origin means meeting of various actors, knowledge and tools in search of a common goal.  Minga
is also used.  It can also be a march, invasion or blockade of proteswta of indigenous peoples. 

minkar
It means using skin of mink (vison).  A garment with mink fur or mink fur lined.  It is also the name of a star in the
constellation of the Crow, also called Epsilon Corvi (E Crow).

minoritarios
Plural of minority .  It means that it is part of the minorities.  That it is constituted by few people. 

minorización
It means selling by units, selling in detail.  Sell in a few quantities.  Decrease, mermar, make smaller, trim, shorten.  It is
a trade measure to avoid hoarding and speculation in times of emergency. 

minos
Minos was the name of one or two Kings of Crete which gave rise to the Minoan civilization. It is believed that minos in
the ancient Cretan meant King.

mintaka
It is a word of Arabic origin.  Derived from mantaqah meaning belt.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Orion. 
Together with Alnitak and Alnilan they make up the Three Marys, which are part of the Belt of Orion.  The star Mintaka,
is also called Delta Orionis, Delta Ori or 34 Orionis. 

minuciosa
It means detailed, careful, meticulous.  They look at even the smallest details, minutiae or small things.  In detail. 
Detailed. 

minucioso
You mean detailed, careful, meticulous.  Which are regarded up to the smallest details, minutiae or trifles.  In detail.

minuta
In Colombia it is a detailed list of facts that happen in chain.  Sequential drafting of activities .  Book that writes down the
activities carried out during a shift and in chronological order.  Note , Catalog Relationship , Extract , List .  It can also
mean menu, letter, account, or invoice. 

minutar
It is to relate a series of activities that take place, in a strict chronological order.  Write in a book.  Perform activity
settlement in chronological order. 



minuto
Sixty-second time period.  Sixty-sixest of an hour.  Colloquial way in Bogota to call the Minuto de Dios neighborhood or
the Universidad Minuto de Dios .

miñaxoia
It means naive, silly, rédula person, candid.  It is a Galician term and would literally translate as "my jewel". 

miodinia
It is a medical term for designation of muscle pain.  Pain in the muscles.  Myalgia.

mioglobina
In medicine and biochemistry, it is the name of a small protein capable of carrying oxygen, which is found in the heart
muscle and other muscles.  It was the first protein to have its three-dimensional structure experimentally determined.  Its
high presence in the bloodstream can lead to rhabdomyolysis. 

mionca
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of saying truck.  It is very common among young people to say words backwards or in
jerigonza.

miope
A person who has vision defects and especially who cannot see well from afar. 

miopía
It is a defect of vision consisting of not achieving well the objects that are far from the observer.  Shortness in the scopes
or in the sights, in the objectives. 

miositis
It is a term used in medicine to designate the inflammation of muscles that are used to move the body. 

miosotis
Forget-me-not Myosotis is the name of a genus and a plant in the family Boraginaceae.  Commonly referred to as
forget-me-not.  The term has Greek roots and means ears of rat ( by the shape of the leaves ).

miosotis planta
Miosotis or Myosotis is the name of a genus and a plant of the family Boraginaceae.  It is commonly referred to as
Forget-Me-Not.  The term has Greek roots and means mouse ears (from the shape of the leaves). 

mioticas
It means they have miosis.  It concerns the pupil and lens of the eye retracted or reduced in size.

miqueas
Name of male of biblical and Hebrew origin.  Protector of the people, the chosen means.  Name of a Hebrew Prophet of
the 8th century to. (c).  , author of a book that bears his name.  Variants of the name MICAH are Miguel, Mikel, Michel,
Michael.



miquiar
In Colombia colloquially, it means making monkeys or jumping, jumping and squealing like a monkey or a monkey. 
Look like a monkey.  It refers to the tireless activities of children when they play.

miquito
It means monkey or small monkey.  Diminutive of mico.  In Colombia it's another way to call the tyti monkey. 

mira
In Topography means lens, telescope of a theodolyte or point where the view is fixed.  By extension can mean target,
meta .  intent, purpose, object.  In Colombia it is the name of a political party with religious tints.

mirabel
Mirabel or Mirabelle is one of the common names given to a variety of the common plum tree.  Its scientific name is
Prunus domestica var.  Syriaca .  It is a rich antioxidant.  Its fruits are called rattles or rattlesnakes.  Its fruit is round and
sweet.  Name of a character in the movie Encanto.  Her full name is Mirabel Madrigal. 

mirabelle
It is one of the names given to a variety of common plum, rounded, yellow fruits and of medium size.  It is also called
Syriaca, Mirabel and Mirabel of Lorraine.  Its scientific name is Prunus domestica, variety Syriaca and belongs to the
family Rosaceae.

mirace
It is the name of a locality in Kosovo located in the region of Vushtrri.  It is north of Kosovo in the Mitrovica district.

mirach
It is a word of Arabic origin and means ascension, ascent.  Name of a star in the Constellation Andromeda.  It is also
known as Beta Andromeda, 43 Andromedae or Beta And.  It is almost 200 light years from our solar system. 

miradle
It's an inflection to look at.  It means seeing, observing, inspecting.

mirador
It is a clear and high site that lets look to the far.  Site of observation.  Atalaya, otero, balcony, terrace, Gallery, corridor,
observer.

miram
Name of a star in the constellation Perseus .  In Chinese astronomy it is known as "Celestial Ship" (Tien Chuen).  It is
also often referred to as Eta Persei, 15 Perseus or HD 17506. 

miramientos
Plural of looking .  It means reserves, care, precautions, precautions, forecasts.  It can also mean respects,
considerations, courtesies. 

miraña



Name of a Colombian indigenous people settled in the Departments of Vaupés and Amazonas.  They are located
between Araracuara and La Pedrera, which corresponds to the lower part of the Caquetá River.  They are also known
as Améjimínaa, which means "people from below" or "those from below".  It is also called asó the language they speak,
which belongs to the Bora family. 

mirasol
It's another of the sunflower's common names.  It's the name of a plant and its flowers.  It's got oily seeds.  It is also
called calom, khakima, wonder, sunflower, tlapololote, shingle corn, acahual.  Its scientific name is Helianthus annuus
and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  Its flowers suffer phototropism.  so they're heading or heading for where the sun
is. 

mireille
Mireille is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mireille ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Mireille is a
name of woman in French, derives from the Occitan Mirèio ( Mirelha ) in Spanish it was like Mireya or Mirella.  It means
that it is a wonder.

mires en
you look at is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Look" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is looking.  It
is an inflection of watch or look.  Mean observed, see, Exchange glances.

mirfak
In astronomy it is the name of a star.  It is also called Alpha Persei, 33 Persei, Algenib, Mirphak, Marfak or Mirzac (or HD
20902).  It is the brightest star in the constellation Perseus. 

miriam
It is one of the Spanish variants of a name of Hebrew origin (Maria).  It means "The Chosen One".   It has as variants
Myriam and Miryam.  Name of an asteroid . 

mirian
Mirian, Miriam or Myriam, are women's names.  It has biblical and Hebrew origin.  You mean full of grace. 

miriámetro
It is the name of a measure of length.  It is a multiple of the decimal metric system meter.  Equals 10. 000 meters or 10
kilometers.  Its abbreviation the Mm.

miringua
It is the name of a spirit or spectrum of Mexican folklore, which it says lives in the waters of Lake Patzcuaro in the State
of Michoacan.  In language Purépecha wants to say forgetfulness, forgetting, referring to that clears the mind of his
victims and makes them to drown in the Lake.

miriñaque
It was a very uncomfortable type of dress worn by women in the nineteenth century.  It was a framework or mesh with
hoops, which gave shape of cage or bell to the skirt.  Type of petticoat with metal frame or hard and resistant materials. 
It also received the names of crinoline or shipowner.  In Colombia it is also called miriñaque in a vulgar way to
intercourse or sexual act. 



mirífico
It means wonderful, splendid, admirable, spectacular, amazing.  Magnificent, sublime. 

mirlo charrúa
It is the name of a common bird in Uruguay.  It is also called chopi, tordo chopi or Uruguayan tordo.  Its scientific name
is Gnorimopsar chopi.  It belongs to the family Icteridae.  It is found from southern Brazil, southern Peru to Argentina.  

mirmecofago
The correct term is myrmecophage, always with a tilde.  It means that it feeds exclusively on ants.  Who practices
myrmecophagia (custom of feeding on ants, who prefers to eat ants). 

mirmecología
It is a branch of Biology and Entomology that is dedicated to the study of ants.  Part of Zoology dedicated to the study of
ants. 

miro
It is an inflection of looking.  It means observe, see, contemplate, scrutinize, glimpse, see, notice, warn, examine,
inspect.  Miró ( With capital letters and with tilde ) It is a surname of great Spanish painter.

mirón
In Colombia bnovelero , snooper .  Person who lives on the lookout for others.  That he spies on others or watches them
continuously and braially. 

mirra
Myrrh is an aromatic resin obtained from the exudation of a tree, scientifically called Commiphora myrrha in the
Burseraceae family.  It was the gift that Melchor ( Magalath ) , the elder White King, white beards who came from
Europe.  Used to anoint with oil, also for incense and perfume.  It was highly valued in ancient times especially in
Turkey.

mirras
It is the plural of myrrh.  One of the gifts by the three kings to the infant Jesus, according to Christian tradition.

mirrimucia
It means trickery, deception, cheating. 

mirtha
It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means of beautiful crown.  Mirta variant .  Also crowned as the myrtle (shrub of
beautiful flowers and very fragrant). 

mirtilo
It is one of the common names given to blueberry and especially to wild blueberry or blueberry.  It is also often called
caramiña, obi, ráspano or murtil.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus.  It belongs to the Ericaceae family. 

mirto



It is a highly branched and bushy plant of the family Myrtaceae.  Its scientific name is Myrtus communis.  He is also
known by the common names of Myrtle and Myrtle.  It is of Mediterranean origin.

mirza
Among the Persians it is an honorific title equivalent to Lord.  Son of the Prince.  It is also in zoology a class of primate. 
It is known as the giant mouse lemur.  It is a genus of lemurs in the family Cheirogaleidae found in Madagascar.  Mirza
is also a woman's name.  it is of Persian origin and means daughter (or) of the prince. 

mis
Plural of me .  Possessive, indicating ownership of the speaker or writer.  In medicine it is short for multisystem
inflammatory syndrome.  It is also a way of saying miss, young woman.  even miss . 

misa
The Catholic religious ceremony.  In Colombia say mass or even mass is scold, upbraid.  Cult or Catholic Sermon.

misa votiva
It is a Mass that takes place outside the liturgical calendar.  Mass for a vow or an intention.  Consecration Mass. 
concerning the vote . 

misael
It is a male name of Hebrew origin and means Who like God? . 

misak
It is another way of calling a Colombian aboriginal people, which is also known as Guambiano.  They are based in the
Department of Cauca. 

misakes
In Colombia it is synonymous with Guambianos.  They are names with which a Colombian ethnic group is known, based
in the Department of Cauca, especially in the Municipality of Silvia and the town of Guambia (where there is an
indigenous reservation called Guambía).  Plural of Misak .  Misak Village . 

misam
It is the traditional name of the star Kappa Perseus (K Perseus) of the Constellation Perseus. 

misántropo
Person who hates dealing with others. Who lives in isolation and feels dislike for others.  He doesn't like to depart with
others.  Huraño, asocial, unsocial, arisco, elusive.

miserable
A person who lives in misery, poor, unhappy, wretched.  Colombia is also synonymous with stingy, mean-spirited, had,
moored, sordid, chichipato.

miseraciones
It means they produce or generate compassion.  That induces forgiveness.  Plural of miseration.  Feelings of sadness



that affect us by the suffering of others. 

miserere
It is the name of the Psalm 51, in latin means Ten mercy or pity.  It is the name of a square and a station in Buenos
Aires (is also called square eleven).  It is the name of a musical composition by Gregorio Allegri.  Name of a tale of
Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer.  It is also called in colic Colombia miserere or miserere peritonitis or bowel obstruction.

miseria
Absolute need for goods, lack of everything necessary.  It means lack, narrowness, misfortune, destitution, need,
poverty, misery, hardship.  It can also mean pettiness, stinginess or calamity, misadventure.

misericordia
It is the human feeling that makes someone feel sorry for the pain of their fellowmen.  Predisposition to pity the
sufferings of others.  Have heart or compassion, to defend those who are in misery.

misero
Devoted person who attends mass very often.  Relative to Mass. 

mishara
It's an American surname.  Last name of a Director of Photography named Sara Mishara, born in the United States and
nationalized in Canada.  He has won several Photography awards. 

mishasho
It is one of the common names given to a South American carnivorous mammal.  It is also called coati, ring-tailed coati,
raccoon, mundi, coatimundi.  Civet, coat.  It belongs to the family Procyonidae and its scientific name is Nasua nasua.  It
feeds on small animals and coffee berries. 

mishel
Mishel is a variant of the name of male Michel, Misael, Michael, Michelle, Mikjai. It is of Hebrew origin and means
Protector of the people.

mishná
Name of the first collection of written oral traditions of the Hebrews.  Book of Hebrews. 

misi
In Colombia stage name of María Isabel Murillo Samper .  She was a composer and founder of a musical theatre
company.  Name of the largest and best musical theater company in Colombia.  In Quechua language it means cat. 

misifú
The correct term is Miphfu , with c .  Micifuz is also used.  In Colombia it's another way to call a cat.  Character of a work
by the Colombian poet Rafael Pombo, which is called "The Seven Lives of the Cat".  It is a children's poetry whose main
characters are a dog and a cat.  As it is very short I transcribed: "He asked the cat Mambrú The Hounds Lebrel :
Relative of Miphfu , What secret do you have To live seven lives? And Mambrú replied: My secret is very simple.  Well,
it's just to frequent like me The toilet and the brush.



misilístico
It means relative to explosive rockets or missiles.  It carries missiles. 

misio
It is the colloquial form as called for Argentines to the Provincianos from missions and living in Buenos Aires. 
Originating in or resident in Misiones, Argentina.  Missionary.

misiva
It means letter, written message, squeath, message.

misky
It is not a word of the Spanish, but quechua language and means sweet.

mismidad
The quality that manifests itself in the authenticity, originality of a person, be the same, is be unique.

mismís
In Colombia it is another way to call the jején, a tiny mosquito that bites quite hard.

mismos
Means equal, ( be identical ) identity, similar, exact. Used after personal pronouns to reaffirm clearly what is being said.

miso
In Japanese means source of flavor, seasoning.  It is a Japanese condimentaria paste made from soybeans and sea
salt (may or may not carry cereals).  .  In etymology is a Greek prefix meaning hate, detest.

misogi
It is another cleaning and purification in the Shinto culture practices.  The first is to run it was Izanagi, plunging into the
sea.  The ceremony of washing, can be done before the ceremony or after entering the Jinja.  Japanese ritual that
purifies the mind and body.

misógino
Person who has an aversion to women or the female gender.  Person who distrusts women.  He suffers from misogyny.

mistica castrense
It means love to the life of the militia, fond of his military career.

misticetos
It is a class (Parvorden Misticeti) of marine mammals, which have baleen or blades instead of teeth.  They get their food
by filtration.  The best example is baleen whales.  They belong to the Parvorden Misticeti. 

mistos
Mistos is the plural of misto. Misto is a word of Catalan, Galician and Portuguese, which mean the same thing: mixed,



mixed. Mixed means formed of several things or items of a different nature. Cocktail, mixture, mixture. In Spain it is
match, match.

mistra
The correct term is Mistra.  Is the name of an ancient Greek city in Morea ( 41 Peloponnese; , on Mount Taygetus.  It
was also known as Mystra, Mystras or Mistras.

mistras
The name of an engineering company dedicated to the inspection is test, maintenance and protection of equipment and
assets (especially turbines, transformers, and drones).  It has headquarters in New Jersey (USA).  Mistras, Mystras or
Mistra, was the name of a Greek city located on Mount Taygetus, ancient Sparta.

mistrás
Mistrás or Mistra is the name of a city fortified in the mount Taygetus, near ancient Sparta, in Greece.

mistura blanca
The correct term is white mix.  It is a special type of food for breeding birds and competition, especially of jilgueros and
canaries.  It serves to control the papuceo and in times of zeal.

mita
Type of tribute paid by indigenous peoples.  It was a system of forced labor.  In Nahuatl, place where the dead abound,
cemetery (Mixtlán).  It can also mean opportunity, turn, occasion, batch, time. 

mitaka
It is the name of a Japanese town, located in the city of Tokyo.  It is home to Nogawa Park and the Ghibli Museum. 
Name given to an asteroid (1088).  In Colombia, mitaca, means intermediate, from the middle, from the center. 

mitayo
An Indian who worked for the mita.  He was chosen by lot.  It was almost a slave.

mitilene
Also called Mytilini.  It is the name of a Greek city on the island of Lesvos.  In Greek mythology she was a Heliad,
daughter of the king of Lesvos, Macarius.  Some authors say that she was the daughter of Pélade, Her mother was an
Amazon named Macarea or Macarais.  She was a native of Rhodes and accused of having murdered her brother
Ténages.  She was Poseidon's lover and with him she had Mitone (prince). 

mitinesca
Relative to rallies, it looks or resembles a rally.  It means it looks like a tumult or heap.  It presents itself as an
agglomeration of people. 

mitinesco
It gives the appearance of a rally.  It looks like a rally.  Heap, agglomeration, meeting, tumult. 

miting



This word does not exist in either Spanish or English.  The word meeting exists in English, which means meeting.  An
anglicanism with the same meaning could be considered, but in Spanish it is accepted rally, therefore the g is left over. 
Protest meeting.

mitiwa
In Colombia it is the name of an indigenous people and the language they speak.  They live on both banks of the Ariari,
Guayabero and Guaviare rivers, Meta and Guaviare departments.  Guayabero. 

mitlen
It is the name given to measures of volume and capacity and surface in Spain.  They are equivalent to 1, 5 arpents of
Castilla.  In the case of volume or capacity or to measure liquids it amounted to 83, 25 litres ( a bushel is 55, 5 litres ).
For measurement of surface were approximately 9600 sqm ( the bushel were 6400 square meters ).  It was very difficult
to use them, because they changed measures from region to region.

mito
It means belief, false belief, tradition, legend, allegory.  It can also mean farce, lie, embuse.  Tradition, tale or legend that
is transmitted orally in the various cultures.

mitológico
Relating to the myths, tales, and legends of a people.  related to mythology, that is, the science that studies the myths of
each culture. 

mitos
Beliefs, legends, stories, fantasies that are transmitted orally in different cultures. Traditions.

mitote
Mitote means bulla, bustle, bustle.  Noise that occurs in a family celebration.  Squeamishly, complaint, affliction.

mitotera
What makes mitote .  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  Mitotera means person who makes noise, uproar, excitement.  Who
participates or produces the noise that is generated in a family celebration.  Melindrosa, complaining, complaining,
achacosa. 

mitotero
Mitote means person who makes noise, fuss, fanfare.  Those who participate or produces the noise generated in a
family celebration.  Fussy, complaining, achacoso.

mitógrafo
A person who describes or propagates the myths and legends of a culture.  That narrates myths or superstitions. 

mitridato
It means relative to Mithriades (king of Persia and which meant gift from Mitra).  Remedy or medicine that was used in
ancient times to cure plague and other serious ailments. 



mits
MITS is incorrectly written and should be written as "MITS ( is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>It is the abbreviation
for Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems ( 41 MITS;. Means Micro Instrumentation and telemetry systems. It
was a company American ofelectronics which began to produce electronic calculators in 1971.

mituano
It means native to Mitú, resident in Mitú or related to Mitú.  Mitú is a Colombian city capital of the Vaupés Department. 
Mytuan also means that it looks like a paujil or a mountain turkey, refers to a person who uses ornaments on his head or
also who has dark skin.  Mitú in Yeral language ( Tupi-Guarani), is the name of a bird, the paujil or mountain turkey.  It is
also called snout, mutu, peacock, mamaco.  It belongs to the Cracidae family.

miura
Last name of Spanish origin .  Surname of famous rancher, bull breeder of lydia, called Juan Miura.  Malicious person,
who thinks of doing wrong, bravo, fierce.  Caste bull famous for its bravura.  Livestock name famous for the bravura of
its bulls. 

mix
It is an accepted mixture apocope.  It means mixture.  Combined, heterogeneous, hybrid, Misc.

mixer
It is an English word meaning mixer.

mixionar
The term proper is urination.  Make urination.  Action to expel urine through the urethra, means urination, expel urine,
peeing, pee, drain.

mixologia
mixology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mixology" being its meaning:<br>It is the art of making nice
mixes on the palate, usually used by bartender and mixologists. Mixology is a branch of specialty that innovating and
transcend the limits of the conventional cocktail.

mixología
It's the art or science of properly mixing drinks.  Cocktail.  It is about obtaining flavors, colors, aromas and textures that
in addition to attracting visually are also pleasant in the other senses. 

mixta
In Colombia, it means that it is composed of various ingredients or elements.  Mixed, combined, heterogeneous,
miscellaneous, match, match.

mixtura
It means mixture of various things.  Scrambled eggs.  miscellany.  A pharmaceutical preparation which is mixture of
various ingredients.

mizo
It means cat or feline.  Domestic feline .  It is also the name of an Indian ethnic group and the language they speak. 



They are found in East India, in the Province or state of Mizoram. 

mizrají
You can also use mizrajim.  It is the name given to a descendant of the Jewish communities of the Middle East and
North Africa.  The word in Hebrew means that it comes from the East, Eastern.  It is used in Israel to designate those
who come from Syria and Iraq. 

mísero
Person who lacks strength, dejected.  That he is miserable, who lives in misery, who is unhappy, who is miserable.  who
has no bliss. 

místico
Related to mysticism.  A person who believes that he has come into contact of his soul or spirit with divinity.  Divine,
heavenly, sacred, spiritual, religious, contemplative. 

mk
It is a registered trademark of drug name.  Drugs lab.  In Colombia the generic products of MK Tecnoquimicas produces
them.

mnemosyne
Mnemosine or Mnemosina is also valid.  It is the Greek name of a Titan, daughter of Gaia and Uranus.  He personified
memory.  She was the mother of the Muses.  Name of an asteroid . 

mnesico
The correct term is memory, with tilde.  Concerning or related to memory.  Ability to remember or memorize.  You can
also use is mnemic.  Reflection of an aging or normal deterioration of memory, which can be indicator of a possible
dementia.

moab
It is a male name of Hebrew origin and means father who runs the water.  Name of a region near the Dead Sea and
located between Arnon to the north and Edom to the south.  this mountainous area now belongs to Jordan.  Territory
inhabited by the Moabites. 

moane
It is a surname of Irish origin and is a small town in Norway.

moái
In language Rapanui (or pacuense) means "to live", or "sculpture" "so there".  It is each one of the sculptures that exist
in Easter Island, which belongs to Chile.  Monoliths of unknown origin, made of Tuff.  It is considered that they were
produced by the first Rapa Nui.

mobil
It was the name of a U.S. oil multinational.  When it was founded it was called Standard Oil Compañy.  Currently its
official name is ExxonMobil .  In Colombia it is the name of a chain of Service Stations where fuels and lubricants are
supplied.  In Colombia it is also a surname of the Atlantic Coast, where the surnames such as Mobil, Mobile and Mobile



exist.  Mobile, thus with v , is the surname of a Colombian footballer, named Edwin Dayan Mobile Cabrera .  He plays as
a midfielder for Deportivo Pereira.  Also mobile is a way to call cell phones in Colombia.

moby
He is the pseudonym of an electronic music composer, whose real name is Richard Melville Hall (his great-great-uncle
was the author of Moby Dick, the work of writer Herman Melville).  Moby in English in a vulgar way means tail, tail.  It
can also mean whistle. 

mocasín
It is a type of footwear, made with soft leather and that lacks heel.  Soft leather shoes, one piece and used by Native
Americans.  Name of a venomous snake from the Southern United States.  Its scientific name is Agkistrodon piscivorus
and belongs to the family Viperidae. 

mocedad
Time of life in the intermediate human being, which goes between puberty or adolescence and middle or adult age. 
Youth.  It can also mean mischief, diablura, mischief, playfulness. 

mocha
In Colombia it means that it has closed or cut a finger, a limb, the tail (in case of animals) or an ear.  It lacks something
that sticks out.  Trimmed, which is shorter than normal.  In Colombia inflection to mochar, which means to cut, trim.  In
Some parts of Spain, it means head colloquially.  In Chile it means quarrel or fight.

mochano
Colloquially, relative to head or intelligence.  In Chile it means pendenciero, fighter, fight, conflict.  In Spain it is a
nickname that antequeranos have.

mocharse
In Colombia it means cutting, closing, amputation.

mocheta
In Architecture is the hollow of a wall where a window or door is placed.  Window frame or door frame.

mochila
In Colombia is a woven bag in which it is customary to pack fruits.  Backpack also says you to the backpacker luggage,
backpack.  It is a word of Caribbean origin.  By extension, and in the plural, is vulgar refer to testicles.

mochileo
In Colombia it is the way to refer to the transport service of an intermunicipal bus that goes from town to town and stops
anywhere where a passenger needs to get on or off.  Travel system used by single people carrying few belongings and
aimless or fixed itineraries. 

mochilera
A woman travelling tourists with few belongings and usually ride.  A person who makes tourism with few resources.  A
person who manufactures, uses or sells backpacks.



mochilero
It is the name of a very common bird in Colombia.  Known by other names such as oropendolas, toches or Jays.  Their
plumage is black and yellow colors.  Its scientific name is Cacique cela and belongs to the family Icteridae.  Person who
travels in a carefree manner, usually by Earth, asking for pool, which does not charge too much luggage and overnight
where you pick up the night.

mochitlán
The correct term is Mochitlán.  It is a municipality in the State of Guerrero.  There was the proclamation of the Plan of
Zapote in 1901 against Porfirio Díaz, antecedent remote of the Mexican revolution that began in 1910.

mocho
In Colombia it tells mocho person missing fingers on the hand, or a hand missing which or both hands. It is also said
mocho ( or male ) to the equine hybrid resulting from the crossing of horse and Mule. Without tail.  Incomplete, that
something is missing.

mochon
The correct term is Mochon.  It is a Spanish surname.  Professor Francisco Mochón Morcillo teaches macroeconomics
at the Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (in Madrid, Spain).

mochuelo
Colombia is one of the common names receiving various kinds of owls and barn owls.  They belong to the family
Strigidae.  It is the name of a district of Bogotá and a sidewalk.  The name of a song popular vallenata.

mochuelos
Plural of owl .  It is one of the ways to call a type of owl, nocturnal bird of prey of the family Strigidae.  Caburés , owls . 

mocia
In Argentina is the acronym of the ornithological Museum and centre of environmental interpretation based in Berisso. 
In the MOCIA are held conferences on environment and environmental education tours are scheduled.

mocla
It is a way for young people to call in Mexico a backpack, bag or suitcase.  Especially it refers to the bag of books. 
Jíquera. 

mocoso
In Colombia it is a derogatory way of referring to a child.  person who has a nose covered by snot.  He's got snot or he's
got a flu.  Cracked.  Name of a Vallenata song. 

modelo
It means that it serves as an example.  A person who poses for an artist or who parades to show outfits.  Pattern ,
original , displays .  last, die, mannequin.  It's the name of one of Bogota's prisons.  Inflection to model .  It means
sculpting, molding, forming, educating, guiding, posing.

moderna
It means updated or advanced .  In the field of fashion, it is assimilated to the latest trends. 



modernas
Plural of modern .  It means updated or advanced .  They have high technology .  In the field of fashion, it is assimilated
to the latest trends. 

modernizarse
It means changing everything old or outdated by modern, new, innovative, state-of-the-art things.  Upgrade, modernize.

modestia
Quality of the modest.  It means simplicity, recato, discretion, shyness, humility, poverty.  Name of an asteroid.  It lacks
vanity, pride or smugness.  In Greek mythology it was called Aidos and in Roman Puditicia. 

modificada
It means altered, which has had changes that alter its original form.  Altered.  Unconventional.  Which is not standard. 

modio
Measure of capacity used in ancient Rome to measure liquid and ( aggregate ) grains.  It amounted to 8, 75 liters. 
Weight grains it amounted almost to an arroba.

modisto
It is the male's dressmaker.  You want to say man who is engaged in dressmaking, to fashion, to the art of making
costumes.  Designer, sewing kits, tailor, dressmaker.

modorra
Feeling of fatigue and sleep.  Sleep, laziness, dullness, lethargy, drowsiness, heaviness.

modos
Modes is the plural of mode. It means way, way, formula, procedure, proceed, style, use, technique, method, standard,
order, attitude, behavior.

modus
It is a Latin word meaning mode, shape, way.  It is common to hear it in the "modus operandi" slogans which means way
to proceed (or act) and also in "modus vivendi" way of living, way of life.

moeda
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese and means currency.

mofa
It means mockery, derision, tort, offense, banter, joke, joke, pulla, befa, deception.

mofle
In Colombia it is one of the ways to call the exosto of a vehicle, vent, exhaust pipe, exhaust.  The tube through which
gases are expelled from a vehicle.   . 



mofosa
It is a wrong way of trying to say full of mildew, moldy. The Mofosa is a beach located in the Asturian town of Luanco (
Council of Gozón ). There is also a recreational area in the same area and with the same name.

mofri
mofri is incorrectly written and should be written as "MOFRI is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>MOFRI is an
acronym for Association Mosquée de Fribourg ( French ) Translate Association of the mosque of Fribourg. It is an
Association of Muslims in the Canton of Fribourg in Francia.MOFRI is also the name of a few shops selling clothes,
shoes, jewelry and accessories.

mogolico
mogolico is incorrectly written and it should be written as Mongolico, Mongolian.  being its meaning: If you want to say
related to Mongolia or Mongol (adjective), must be tilde: Mongolian.  If the reference is the mental limitation, is a term
that must disappear from our language, together with Mongolian, mongolo, mongolo or mongolito.  It is the most vulgar
and derogatory way of dealing with a person with mental disabilities, almost always due to trisomy 21 or Down's
syndrome.  The Mongolian word meaning related to the Mongols.  Mongolian is the adjective of the born or resident in
Mongolia.  Mongolian.

mogollita
Mogolla diminutive.  It is Colombia is a type of bread, It is shaped like a semisphere.  Colloquially, a way to call a chubby
girl.

mogollo
In Colombia it means that it's very simple to do, that it's very easy.  It doesn't require any effort.  Easy, simple,
achievable, understandable.  No problem, it presents no obstacles. 

mogostocia
In medicine, it is the same as difficult childbirth, dystocia, plodding delivery, complicated delivery.  The prefix "mogis"
means work, laborious, difficult, complex, complicated.

mogote
It can mean lots of stones.  It also means hill, hill, hill, mound, height. 

moguereño
It means natural or native to Moguer, city of the province of Huelva, in Spain.  Resident or related to Moguer, in Spain.

moguntia
It is the name of a spice mill created in Germany in 1903 and estandarizo blend spices for sausages and established
multiple recipes.  Today it is a hub in the European food industry that includes all kinds of meat and sausages.

moha
It is one of the names of the second most cultivated cereal in the world.  It's also called millet.  Its scientific name is
Setaria italica and belongs to the family Poaceae .  In Buddhism it is a concept that amounts to emptiness, ignorance,
ignorance, uselessness.  It is the opposite of Prajna (wisdom).



moheda
It is one of the common names given to the Cork oak.  It is the same tree of Cork.  Also known as alcornoco, grates,
alsina, surera, casquizo, chaparreta, chaparro, Cork, sobreiro.  Its scientific name is Quercus suber and belongs to the
family Fagaceae.

mohenjo
It is a way of referring to an archaeological site of the Indus Valley in present-day territory of Pakistan.  His full name is
Mohenjo-Daro.  which translates Mound of Death.  It was inhabited since 2660 BC.  C .  and was one of the oldest
human settlements. 

mohína
It means altercation, quarrel, quarrel, brawl, confrontation.  It is also gesture or grimace of displeasure.  Feminine of
pouting.

moho
Mycelium formed by a set of hyphae, fungus.  Fungus that is generated by the presence of moisture. 

mohs
It is the name of the mineral hardness scale, used in geology.  It corresponds to the aellido of its inventor the German
geologist Friedrich Mohs. 

moi
It is a French word (pronounced mua) and means me.  Preceded by avec (avec moi, pronounced avec mua), it means to
me.  It is the acronym in English of Ministry of interior (Ministry of the Interior in Saudi Arabia).  MOI is the name of a
company specializing in furniture from Baltimore in the United States.  Moi is also the name of a magazine of the
Mexican Emelina Martha Debayle Alaniz (born in Nicaragua), published beginning in 2014.

moiganita
The correct term is morganite.  It is the name of a gemstone.  It is a kind of beryllium, which includes varieties of
Emerald, Aquamarine and berilios in other than the typical colours, by the presence of trace amounts of manganese.  It
is the gemstone or official jewel of Madagascar.

moira
In ancient Greek mythology, the moirae were the personifications of destiny.  The word moira in Greek means part, lot,
destination or portion.

mois
It is a word in French that means month.  It is also a gesture icon of messenger that is represented by a cookie by
moving the arms and what gives me same, I don't care.

moisés
It means the one who was saved from the waters.  Name of male of Egyptian and Biblical origin .  Name of a warlord
and most important prophet of Judaism.  He freed the Hebrew people from slavery in Egypt.  Name of a baby basket,
very light and usually wicker. 



mojaculo
In Colombia it is a locality of the Magdalena Department and also the name of a Punta on the Caribbean Sea in the
Department of Bolívar.  In Colombia it is one of the most common names given to the dragonfly for its way of depositing
its eggs in the water and also for the way it catches prey, usually insect larvae, on the surface of water (lakes, puddles,
ponds, etc.).  They are also usually called devil's horse, bailiff, folelé, helicopter, matapiojos, water dragon.  It is a useful
insect because it is a natural predator of harmful species such as flies, mosquitoes, lice, aphids, 

mojaculos o dragones de agua
In Colombia they are two of the common names we give to Odonate insects, that is to say dragonflies or devil's horses.

mojado
It means wet, entered, soaked, saturated with water.  Wetting inflection.

mojama
Salted or tuna salon.  It is a word of Arabic origin.  Stiff, rigid, stretched.  Cured or salted tuna.  It means wax made. 
Artistic surname of a cantaor named Juan Valencia Carpio (Juan Mojama). 

mojar
It means wet, enter.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, wetting means achieving something for the first time, after many
attempts.

mojarra
It is one of the common names of freshwater fish or saltwater.  It is actually a common name for various species, genera
and fish families.  They are known as mojarras, fish of the family Embiotocidae, Characidae, Cichlidae and Gerreidae
(sea mojarras).  Tilapia, perch.  It's also a way to call it a short and wide dagger or knife.

mojave
Name of a desert in California.  The name of an operating system in Computing.  Name of an Amerindian people of the
United States. 

mojá
It's a wet inflection.  It means wetting, soaking.  It can also mean urinating.  Impregnate or moisten with a liquid. 
Regarding what FEDE says the correct name is Mohán or Poira, which is a humanoid monster of the mythology of my
Land tolimense.

mojepe
It is one of the names that give the giant cactus in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Carnegiea gigantea.  It also receives
the names of Saguaro, saguaro, sawarro.  Its columns can measure up to 15 metres high.  It is edible.

mojé
It's a dipping inflection.  It means soaking, moistening.  Enter, water.  In Colombia too, colloquially it is to achieve
something for the first time, especially a sporting achievement.

mojicon
The correct term is mojicón.  In Colombia is a kind of bread to which is added a small ration of sugar on top.  In some



parts is also said mojicón to the roulade, but its presentation is different.

mojicón
In Colombia it is a kind of sweet bread.  It is usually round or threaded and is coated with a layer of white sugar.  In most
cases inside the dough carries guava sandwich or fruit crystals.  My grandfather said that the name was because before
or inserted in the oven, the mojicon was wet or moistened with milk or water, so that the sugar that was sprinkled,
adhered to the dough.

mojiganga
In the Department of Nariño, in Colombia is the name of a typical dance of comparsas, in which the dancers dance in
disguise.  Dance of comparsas .  Dancer in disguise. 

mojigata
It means self-righteous, who appears humble or innocent without having it.  Blessed, squeamish, hypocritical.  Cunning,
disguised. 

mojigato
A person who deceives others, pretending to be good, when in fact it is not.  Sanctimonious, beato, PRIM, hypocritical,
gazmoño, I ñoño, false, devious.

mojina
It is the same as mojino or mojí.  It means black, jet, very dark in color (it is derogatory) .  In Ecuador it means hypocrite,
liar, trickster.  It is also the name of a curd cake.  It is made in a casserole and its main ingredients are breadcrumbs,
cheese, eggplant and honey.  Other ingredients can be added to it.  The word has an Arabic origin, as does the
preparation. 

mojinga
For Chileans means heavy joke, mockery, mockery, befa, derision, banter, chungueo.

mojino
It's the same as mojina or moji.  It's a curd cake.  It is made in a casserole and its main ingredients are breadcrumbs,
cheese, eggplant and honey.  Other ingredients may be added to it.  The word has an Arabic origin, as does
preparation.

mojojoy
In Colombia it is a way of calling the larvae of beetles.  They are also called chiza.  They are larvae that affect palm
trees.  In Peru they are called suri.  They serve as food in many indigenous communities. 

mojojón
It's another way to call mussels.  It's a biestic mollusk.  Its scientific name is Mytilus galloprovincialis and belongs to the
family Mytilidae .  In South America they are called choros.  It's a very invasive species.  

mojoncho
It is a type of dessert of Venezuelan origin.  It is made with cooked ripe banana, striped coconut and papelón (drink
made with scraped panela and lemon). 



mojoneado
It means marked, remarked, delimited, which has been delimited with the installation of mojones or poles.  It has
milestones or signs.  Signposted.  Inflection of mojonerar.  It means signaling, demarcating, placing mojones, poles or
milestones.

mojoso
In Colombia and used in peasant jargon means with a lot of mold or also with rust, rusty.

mokaná
It was the name of an indigenous Caribbean people, who were settled in the current Departments of Atlántico and
Bolivar, in Colombia.  To this ethnicity belonged the renowned India catalina. 

molacho
You mean toothless, Mueco.  Corn cob of few grains.  Missing teeth or grains.

molano
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Alfredo Molano is a sociologist and journalist.

molcajete
It is the same as chirmolera, mortar, martajera, bowl of clay pot to make chirmole.  It is a cooking appliance for making
sauces or mashing grains.  This term is of Nahuatl origin.

moldava
It means born, resident in Moldova.  Related to Moldova.  It is also the name of the longest river in the Czech Republic.

mole aguado
It is what we in Colombia call a soup, clear soup ( ) not very thick.  Stew, soup or beef broth.

mole de iguana
It is a stew of iguana with Cactus, very appreciated in Mexico.

molejón
Large, protruding rock.  Immense mass.  It is also a way of calling a large wall or wall, a cliff or precipice or the steep
slope of the land. 

molera
It is the pot where the moles are made.  Cauldron, pot.

molestan
It is an inflection of bother.  You want to say bother, annoy, tired, angry, irritate, counteract, overwhelm, disturb, harass.

molesten
It's a tipping to annoy.  It means annoying, irritating, mortifying, uncomfortable, overwhelming, angry.



molestias
It can mean impairment, who presents or suffers from a disease.  Who has symptoms of a disease.  Plural of
annoyance, meaning nonconformity, disturbance, irritation, anger, hindrance, impediment, obstacle. 

molestona
It means it bothers a lot.  What anuncy or that annoys too much.  Cansona, annoying.

moleya
It is a kind of Cherry (the molar), it is also called Morello, Morello, black forest or acidic cherry cherry cherry.

moli
Medellin is the name of a chain of shops naturists.  Molli (moli pronounced) in Italian means soft, soft.

molicie
It means carelessness, disillusionity, neglect, abandonment, indifference, negligence.  It is quite the opposite of interest
or care.  Lazy, lazy, careless, incurious, apathy.  It can also mean softness, comfort, delight, leisure.

molim
It is the name of a song performed by German rapper, of Bosnian and Turkish descent, Dilara Hava Tunç, known
eristically as Hava.  The word is of Croatian origin which means prayer, prayer (plagaria, petition). 

molina
Grinding, millstone.  Small, diminutive grinding wheel.  Last name of Spanish origin .  Name of several municipalities or
localities of Spain, stand out those of Segura ( Murcia ) and Aragon ( Castilla-La Mancha ).  Place where there are mills. 
Surname of Colombian footballer who played in Korea for many years.  Its full name is Mauricio Alejandro ( Mao )
Molina Uribe . 

molinete
Diminutive and derogatory mill.  In Hydrology, a device used to measure flow rates.  It has blades that rotate with the
flow of water.  Paper blade toy used by children.  Propellers, blades.

molinetes
Plural of reel .  Diminutive and derogatory mill.  Device used to measure flow rates .  It has blades that rotate with the
flow of water.  Aspas toy used by children.  propellers, blades.

molinillo
Diminutive of mill.  It is a bit of kitchen, usually of wood.  It has elongated handle and a small mill in one of extreme suus.
 is utioliza whipping the chocolate.

mollar a palleta
It means wet straw, straw or nozzle of the bagpipe.  It is a term in Galician language.

molle
It is a botanical epithet of quechua origin (from the word mulli) which means red.  Red, colorado.  The tree Schinus molle



is the mastic from Red seed.

molledo
Soft part of meat or bread.  Bread crumb, internal and soft part of bread.  Soft, fluffy.

molleja
It is a specialization in the stomachs of some birds, fish and reptiles, allowing to grind seeds or hard grains, is composed
of very thick layers and strong and has a strong musculature: is also the name of a delicious dish that is prepared with
these estom birds that in Chile are also called Contre or Riquet Agos.  In Argentina the gizzard is a part of the roast,
which consists of the thymus of cattle, sheep and pigs.  Also they say you gizzard to the Parotid gland.

mollejón
Round stone that serves to sharpen.  Augmentative gizzard .  Colloquially barrigón, panzón, fatoon or also lazy, fearful,
cowardly.

mollera
In Colombia, colloquially head, intelligence, thought.  Central part of the skull, behind the forehead, which is soft on
newborns.  Fontanelle.

mollera dura
In Colombia of noddle hard (or headstrong), is a Word to define a very stubborn person, self-willed, stubborn, persistent.
 That he doesn't have to change your attitude or thought.  Firm, uncompromising.

mollero
You mean related to the pier.  Used on a dock.  It is also a piece of wood that serves to leverage on the docks.  Soft part
or phopha of meat or bread ( crumb ).

mollete
In Spain is a piece of soft crumb bread.  Slice, slice of white bread or toast.  This name is also known in Mexico and
Guatemala.

mollisca
I think that they sought to ask for Mollusca.  Mollusca is a phylum ( or Filo ) of invertebrate animals that belong to the
snail, the slug and many marine invertebrates.  Mollusca in latin means soft.  We commonly know them as mollusks.

mollito
A loving way to call Ricardo Jorge Mollo an Argentine rock guitarist.  His older brother was also a musician and his
name is Omar Mollo.  It also means sequin (circular ornament that is placed on the fabric in the dresses).

molnupiravir
It is the name of an experimental product used as a prodrug against influenza and in some cases against Covid.  It is a
nucleoside derived from N4-hydroxycitidine that is used as an antiviral that induces errors in the spread of the virus by
tricking its RNA and decreasing replication.  It was initially developed at Emory University, Atlanta, United States.  It is
currently commercially developed by Merck Co Laboratories (MSD).  According to studies, efficiency has been detected
against several types of Coronavirus (such as SARS, MERS and SARS-CoV-2). 



molo
Molar inflection.  It means to please, to fascinate, to enchant.   Charm, fascination, liking.

molobro
It means voracious, very voracious, gluttonous.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Icteridae. 
They are known as squeaky tordos or red-headed tordos.  In many texts the term Molobrus is used.

moloc
Moloc or Moloch was the name of the fire god among the Canaanitas.  In Herpetology, it is one of the common names of
a spiny reptile.  It is also called moloch, spiny devil, cornered, spiny lizard or Australian spiny devil.  Its scientific name is
Moloch horridus, the only species that gives its name also to the genus and belongs to the family Agamidae.  It lives in
the desert and is hydrated by taking the slightest moisture through the skin.

moloche
Moloch, moloche, or moloque was the name of a God of the ammonites in Canaan.  To it were you sacrificed newborn
babies.  Also known as Malcan.  One of the demons of the Christian tradition.   In Mexico, moloche, is a name given to
several kinds of edible mushrooms.  Stacked fungus, mushroom brush, pile, Brad, coral fungus.

mologa
Name of a Russian city from the former principality of Rostov.  It was located at the confluence of the Mologa and Volga
rivers, in the Yaroslavl Oblast.  It was submerged under the waters of the Rybinsk Reservoir.  Name of a Russian river,
tributary of the Volga River.

mologote
In Costa Rica means crowd, tumult, fuss, sling, tropel, squabble.

molokanes
You mean milk drinkers.  It is a dissident religious group of the Russian Orthodox Church.  Today they are found more
than anything in California.

mololoa
It is the name of a Mexican river in the State of Nayarit.  Cross the city of Tepic.  It has been heavily contaminated by
industrial shedding.

molondrón
It is one of the common names of a plant whose fruits are edible.  It is also known as ocra, okra,ñajú, belmosco, bamia,
candia, gombo or quimbombo.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and belongs to the family Malvaceae.

molongo
It means skinny, elongated, long-ass.   In Colombia it is the name of a worm or larva that is edible to many indigenous
people.  It is also called chiza, mohoho, mojojo or mojojoy.  It is a worm found at the root of many palms.

molono
It is the common name of a plant in the family Rhamnaceae.  It has medicinal uses such as laxative.  The name is of
Quechua origin.  They are characterized by having an unpleasant smell.



molops
It means work, fatigue or combat.  It is the name of a genus of beetles in the family Carabidae.  All known species are
found in Europe and the Near East.

molosa
Molossia was a region of Epirus in Ancient Greece.  Name of a breed of dog from the same region.  In Literature and
Metrics Foot of Greek and Latin Poetry, composed of three long syllables. 

moloso
It means originally from Molosia.  Concerning Molosia.  Molosia or Molossia was a region of the Epirus in Ancient
Greece.  Person belonging to an ancient Greek village of the Dodona area.  It is also the name of a breed of dogs
originating in that region.

molotov
They are incendiary bombs made of gasoline and explosives inside a bottle.  Weapon used by protesters around the
world against the police.

molón
Augmentative grinding wheel, large tooth.  Large stone without tilling, carving or sculpting.  Rustic mill stone.  In Central
America person impaled, annoying, tired.   Wild boar's fang.

molquite
It is the name given to a very small and defective cob ( deformed ).  Small and few grain cobs.

molsa
In Barcelona, it is the name of a chain or cooperative of shops that sells healthy meals and organic foods.  Mud or mud,
silt.  Mud full of nutrients.

molso
Deformed, ungainly, it means without grace.  It is also one of the common names of a tree, the Castanea sativa, of the
family Fagaceae.  Other names that are known are chestnut, Brown, regoldano, shell, regoldo, hedgehog.

moltke
Last name of German origin .  Last name of several German servicemen, bismark's comrades.  Last name of a military
man named Helmuth Karl Bernhard Count von Moltke who helped promote the unification of Prussia and Germany. 
Name of an impact crater on the Moon.  It is south of the Sea of Tranquility.  It is also the name of a bridge over the
River Spree in Berlin.

molva
It is a genus of fish in the family Gadidae.  They're from the cod family.  Name of a marine fish.

moly
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It can mean rebellious, or also bitter.  Other versions give it Egyptian origin and
the meaning of beloved, loving or love.  It is also considered diminutive of Mary or Mary.  It has as variant Molly .  For
those who speak English it is also a family and affectionate nickname meaning chubby, rolled.  Name of a bitter herb,



which is mentioned in the Odyssey.  Strong-smelling, like onion.

moma
In Bogota, Colombia is the name of a chain of stores that sell handbags, wallets and leather goods for ladies.  In
English, it stands for museum of Modern Art.

mombutúes
Plural de Mombutú .  It means warriors in The African language.  Mobutu or mobutues are also used.  Followers of Sese
Seko a dictator of the ancient Zaire.

momentito
Diminutive at the moment.  short space of time , Instant . 

momento álgido
It means critical moment, transcendental, culminating, of the greatest important.  Moment of greatest relevance. 

momio
It means bargain, opportunity.  It is also a way of calling meat that lacks fat, lean, skinny.  Mummified. 

momisco
It means part of the tooth or tooth that is hidden in the gum.  Root of a tooth.  In some parts of Colombia it is also said
raigón .

momita
Diminutive mummy.  Name of a child game in Mexico, similar to the blind hen.  Set of trumpet or peonies in Colombia.

momo
Name of the King of Carnivals.  In Greek mythology he was the god of mockery and laughter.  Mockingman, burletero,
sarcastic, chocarrero.

momoroco
In El Salvador means clumsy or useless.  In Guatemala coarse, ordinary, rude.

momoscle
Crown of stones in Cerro de la Tortuga in the Mexican municipality of Zacatepec.  Monticulo of stones on top.  It is
considered in this archaeological site that is a type of tomb or burial mound.

momoto
It means bird, bird.   It is a word of Aztec origin meaning bird ( momot).  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Momotidae.  They are known as momotos, barranqueros, barranquillos, watchmakers, burgs or lion birds.

momotombito
It means Momotombo small, Momotombo boy.  Small volcano or small ridge that boils.  It is the name of a small volcano



that remains on an island of Lake Xolotlán, in Nicaragua.  It is also the name of the small island.  He is considered a
younger brother of the Momotombo Volcano.  It is just 350 meters high.

momotombo
It means summit that boils.  It's the name of a Nicaraguan volcano.  It is located on the shores of Lake Xolotlán.  It's only
4500 years old.

momórdica
Bitter or sour taste.  Momordica is the name of a genus of plants in the family Cucurbitaceae.  They are known as
tomaco, bitter melon, Chinese cundeamor, papayyo, pickle or balsamine.  It has medicinal and culinary use.  The fruits
are edible.

mompa
In Colombia and in colloquial and street language means friend, companion, parce, parcero, corduroy, key.  Also some
say in the same sense mompirri.

mompirri
In Colombia in a colloquial way friend, parce, key, companion.  Compadre , buddy . 

mon
In architecture, Mon is the name of the doors in Buddhist temples, Shinto shrines and castles in Japan. Mon is the name
of an ethnic group of Burma and the language of that same people.

mona
Female of a primate, female of the monkey or monkey.  In Colombia blonde-haired woman, catira, blonde.  In Colombia
colloquially means marijuana or drunkenness.  Saxon deity equivalent to Luna.  In Catalonia, chocolate egg, Easter
sweet.

monachia
It is the name given in Latin to the German city of Munich.  Name given in Latin to an asteroid in honor of the city of
Munich (Germany). 

monachia-
It is the Latin name given to the German city of Munich.  It is also the name of an asteroid, which was previously called
1897 DK, by astronomers. 

monadelfia
In Botany means joined androgynous, of a single androceo, of stamens united in one.

monagas
Monagas is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Monagas; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Monagas; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is Maturín.  The name of the
State is in honor to José Tadeo Monagas Burgos, politician and Venezuelan military, which was also President of the
Republic.



monago
It is another way of calling the assistant of religious offices or services to the altar.  An altar boy.  Acolyte.

monaguillo
Small monk.  A child who uses cassock and helps the priest during mass.  Acolyte.

monarca
It is a way to call a ruling Prince, King or sovereign.  Name given to a high dignitary of the ruling nobility.  Who governs
in the monarchy.

monarcal
It means monarchical, relative to the monarchy. 

monarda
It means monardes, dedicated to Monardes (a Spanish doctor and botanist named Nicolás Monardes).  It is the name of
a genus of plants in the family Lamiaceae.  In agriculture they are used as accompanying plants as they increase
pollination and help pest control especially in tomato crops.

monareta
It was a small frame bike, special for children (but it was also used by adults).  It usually had no horizontal bar, was
somewhat heavy, thick rims and had a basket.  They were very similar to those currently used in BMX.

monarquia
The correct term is monarchy (with accent).  It is a system of Government in which who runs is a King or monarch. 
Usually set out on the order of succession and is closed to a noble family, the people does not take part in their choice. 
It is called its territory United.

monarquía
State or territory whose regent is a Monarch.  Government of the Monarch, Government of a Prince who assumes by
inheritance, election or designation.  Government that takes place between nobles or descendants who belong to the
nobility. 

monatales
It means relative to monasteries, which runs in a monastery. 

moncedumbre
I think they ask for meekness.  It's the quality of controlling anger.

monchar
Colloquial and childish way of saying lunch.  It means eating, eating, having lunch, dinner.  Take lunch. 

monchi
Nickname that is known to the Spanish second and now sports director at As Roma Ramon Rodriguez Verdejo.  In
Colombia we say Moncho or Monchi to all those who are called Ramon in family or apocopada way.



monchito
It is a very familiar and colloquial way call Ramon.  It is also a nickname, usually placing a person who is foolish but fun. 
Ramoncito.

moncho
In Colombia it is a familiar way to call someone named Ramon or Simon.  They are also often called Monchi. 

mondar
Remove the peels from a fruit or root vegetable.  Peeling, shelling, debarking, skinning, tonsuring.  Laugh your best. 
Laugh .  Laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh, smash.  Be Tweeted. 

mondarse
It means remove all superfluous accessories that are in the dressing room.  Mondar means Peel, remove skin, remove
pods or bark.  Scratched or disposed of part of the skin.

monday
Day of the Moon, name of the first working day of the week.  Monday. 

mondá
Although the generalized meaning is that it means male virile member the reality is another.  The word mondá has
multiple uses and meanings in the Caribbean ranging from "good", "good people", quality, up can be quite the opposite
"bad", "bad people", pichurria (and in both cases it is said the same : "hey, you are the mondá" ).  Depending on the
context it can mean thing, object, tool ("pass me that mondá") or also "what happens to you" ( "what is the mondá with
you" ).  It also means money, silver (that's why a person of good economic or wealthy resources is told that "tá mondáo"
).  It can be used as a qualifying adjective with many different meanings and often even contrary to the context.

mondiola
In Uruguay and Argentina is a luncheon meat, confiscation or snacks made with dried, raw and salted or smoked pork.

mondo
It means clean, simple, without ornaments or additions.  Shellless, debarked, peeled, skinned. 

mondrigo
Means scoundrel, rogue, infamous, rogue, miserable, evil, villain, scoundrel, negligible.

moneda
Small metal disc, with minted on both sides and that has some economic value.  Currency, money, cash, exchange,
piece, disk.  Numismatic piece. 

moneda digital
It is another way to call bitcoin, cryptocurrency or virtual currency. 

moneditas
Diminutive and plural currency.  Plural of monedite .  In Colombia it is a term to designate a small amount of money. 



monería
Grace, gesture or gesture made by an infant.  Action of a monkey.  An action similar to that executed by a monkey. 
person, animal, or thing that causes grace.  Nice, nice.  Cute. 

monfies
It is a word of Arabic origin which means banished.  It was the name with which is designated the moriscos who took
refuge in the mountains of Granada (Spain), at the end of the XV silo.  Usually they were bandits and looters.

monga
Name of a natural Asturian cider.  Very strong flu or cold.  In Peru it means lerda, clumsy. 

mongo
Mongo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mongo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Mongo is the
name of two cities, one in Chad and another in Sierra Leone.  It is the name of a river in Gabon and Sieera Leone.  It is
the name of a Department of Gabon.  Mongo is also a name of male of Zulu origin and means the strongest.

mongolia
It is the name of a large Asian country.  Its capital is Ulaanbaatar.  It means land of the Mongols.  It is landlocked.  Name
of a satirical magazine from Spain, which was founded 10 years ago. 


